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U.S. Growth Remains Robust

Federal Reserve policy is little changed in
recent months. Policy meant to support
economic recovery with near-zero interest
rates and continued purchases of U.S.
treasury paper and mortgage-backed
securities, at a monthly rate of $80 billion
and $40 billion, respectively, is planned for
the foreseeable future.
Inflationary concerns are building. By the
end of the first quarter, the inflation rate
as measured by the consumer price index
was 2.6%, up from 0.5% during the second
quarter of 2020 when demand was slashed
by stay-at-home rules and restrictions.
Further, inflation in the producer price
index reached 4% in March, signaling
rising prices faced by manufacturers.
Supply chain bottlenecks and increased
consumer spending supported by
stimulative fiscal policy will contribute
to inflation likely to exceed the Fed’s
preference for slightly above 2%.
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U.S. economic output (gross domestic
product, GDP) surged at a rate 6.3% in the
first quarter, up from 4.3% in the previous
quarter. Government stimulus funding to
households and businesses through direct
economic impact payments, expanded
unemployment benefits, and Paycheck
Protection Program loans supported the
economy. Household expenditure growth
cruised at 11.4% with durables goods
consumption rising at a pace of 49%.
Residential construction grew at 12% while
non-residential construction expanded
at a rate of 13%. Business investment in
equipment grew at a rate of 15%. Federal
government spending also increased at
a rate of 14%. While exports declined
modestly (-2.1%), imports increased at a
nearly 10% pace. Forecasted GDP growth
continues to shift upward, with a recent
consensus forecast of 6% for annual GDP
growth in 2021. Second quarter growth is
expected to be 9%, tailing off slightly to 7%
in the third quarter.
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Region Growth Will Continue
The Savannah area business forecasting
index surged 11.1% (52% annualized)
during the first quarter of 2021. The
forecasting index is expected to increase
in the second quarter but at a substantially
slower pace.
Continuing for the third consecutive
quarter, the flow of newly laid-off workers
declined substantially. Combining this
with 1,400 new workers and a slightly
longer workweek indicates recovery and
improving health of the labor market.
Residential construction eased during the
quarter, but, overall, the regional housing
market remains healthy.
The seasonally adjusted number of singlefamily homes permitted for construction
declined 13%, dropping to 569 from 656
units in the previous quarter. The first
quarter number, however, remains 4%
above the year-ago level. Average valuation
per single family unit increased 3.8% to
$274,600 from $264,600.

In the labor market, the average number of
monthly initial claims for unemployment
insurance (UI) decreased 6.8% to 4,727
from 5,070 in the previous quarter. The
seasonally adjusted unemployment rate
fell to 4.6% from 5.8% (revised) in the
closing quarter of 2020. The first quarter
unemployment rate in 2020 was 3.3%
before the pandemic pulverized the labor
market.
Near-term (six months) prospects for
growth in the Savannah metro economy
are favorable, but modest. Employment
in the region continues to increase and
should match pre-pandemic level during
the fourth quarter. Future gains will
depend in part on increased travel to
Savannah and the continued recovery of
jobs in the hospitality sector. Strength
in the logistics industry, construction,
and land development will support the
regional economy, but constrained growth
in tourism and high-contact services will
continue to inhibit overall progress in the
next six months.

A Note From the Analyst
The Economic Monitor is available by email and at the Center’s website
(GeorgiaSouthern.edu/parker/big/big-programs/cbaer/). If you would like to receive
the Monitor by email, please send a ‘subscribe’ message to CBAER@georgiasouthern.edu.

About the Indicators
The Economic Monitor provides a continuously updated quarterly snapshot of the Savannah Metropolitan Statistical Area
economy, including Bryan, Chatham and Effingham counties in Georgia. The coincident index measures the current economic
heartbeat of the region. The leading index is designed to provide a short-term forecast of the region’s economic activity in the
upcoming six to nine months.
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